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In the his new book "Unknown America," Myths and little
known oddities about the greatest nation on earth, 
Historian, political commentator and talk radio host
Michael Hart reveals some of the most fascinating,
obscure, and overlooked facts in American History. Hart
also exposes many of the most enduring American history
myths, many which are still taught in schools to this day.

In "Unknown America" you will also meet some of the
most fascinating unknown Americans. People that
although they made incredible contributions to this nation,
have either been lost to history or their stories simply
untold.

Here are just a few of the remarkable stories you will learn
about in the pages of Unknown America:

*Illustrations of the signing of the Declaration of
Independence depict an event that never happened.
*One US state has had 3 Governors in a single day and
the incredible reason why.                                       
*The African American slave that sued for her freedom in
an American Court, and won!
*Who really flew the first airplane and why the Wright
Brothers story is wrong.

*Strange plans hatched by the US Military. Including cats
as spies and bats as bombs and more.
*The truth about the slave trade in America. And about the
slaves that owned slaves.

*The role IBM unwittingly played in the deaths of millions
of Jews during the Holocaust.            
*The United States President that was gay. Who he was and how do we know?                     
*That America's has already had a female President.
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With Vice President Pence

*The falsehoods of the Rosa Parks story.
How her story was manufactured for the
media.
*The enduring legend of Betsy Ross was
completely fabricated. And by who?  
*The fascinating inspiration behind
Apple's logo. And why there's a bite
taken out of the Apple?

*The Presidential hopeful that asked
John Wayne to be his running mate. And
the Duke's curious response.
*The Mother of Rock and Roll. Yes, this
musical genre was started by a women.
Move over Chuck Berry.
*That Abner Doubleday had nothing to
do with inventing Baseball. There's a
document that proves it.
*The book about a passenger liner that
sinks years before the Titanic. And the disturbing coincidences.
*Bizarre oddities from every state in America. Including one state where selling margarine is illegal. 
*That July 4th, 1776 is not America's actual Independence day. And about the drunken party that
occurred on the real day. So were America's Founding Fathers plastered when they declared
America's Independence from England? You'll find out in the pages of UNKNOWN AMERICA.

The revelations in Unknown America will captivate audiences of all ages as they discover things about
America they were never taught or that the history books just have wrong!

In addition to debunking many of the most enduring myths in American history "Unknown America"
delights readers with little known oddities and Americana rarely found in mainstream history books in
chapters such as:

Unknown Religion
Unknown Black History
Unknown Military
Unknown Sports
Unknown Politics
Unknown States
Unknown Americans
and more!

To schedule a Radio, TV or Publication interview with Michael Hart, author of Unknown America:
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